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AN IMPLEMENTATION OF NARROWING* 
ALAN JOSEPHSON AND NACHUM DERSHOWITZt 
D In this paper we discuss implementation issues of RITE, a system that 
performs lazy narrowing and eager rewriting with respect to a set of directed 
equations. We describe a novel technique for representing the multiple 
solutions that arise from the enumerative nondeterminism of narrowing 
steps. A technique for efficiently identifying redexes, based on the prepro- 
cessing of equations for partial matches/unifiers, is presented. Rewriting 
and narrowing are effected through demons which annotate subterms with 
continuations obtained from preprocessing. We show how these methods 
can be extended to deal with conditional equations viewed as logic pro- 
grams. An experimental implementation is discussed. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [9, lo], it is shown how directed, conditional equations can be used to compute in 
a uniform framework embodying elements of both functional and logic program- 
ming. The role of equations is twofold: when used for conditional rewriting, they 
perform functional simplification; when used for conditional narrowing (unification 
at subterms plus rewriting), they generate solutions to goals. The computational 
strategy is complete in that (under appropriate assumptions) all solutions to a goal 
obtainable by equational reasoning will eventually be enumerated: alternative 
solutions are generated by exploring different paths determined by the choice of 
program rule and where within a goal to apply it. In this paper we examine 
implementation details of this programming methodology and show that (1) one 
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need not sacrifice the expressive power of equations for the sake of efficient 
generation of subgoals and (2) logic programs can use fttnctional simplification to 
prune fruitless solution paths efficiently. 
For example, given the PROLOG program 
WPewl, x, XI. 
uppend([ AlX], Y, [ AlZ]) :- uppend( X, Y, Z). 
ulmost_equal([ 1, [ I). 
ulmost_equaZ([ A], [ I). 
ulmost_equul([ 1, [A]). 
almost_equul([dl X], [ BlY]) :- ulmost_equul( X, Y). 
consider the problem of finding the n + 1 solutions to the goal 
:- setof(( X, Y),uppend( X, Y, [l,. . ., n]), Z). (1) 
where setof(( X, Y ), p( X, Y ), Z) is solved when Z is the list of all pairs ( X, Y) such 
that p( X, Y) holds. A “brute force” approach to forming the set of solutions for X 
and Y satisfying uppend( X, Y, [l, . . . , n]) would copy the partially instantiated lists 
at each choice point, thus requiring 0(n2) space and time. Similarly, given the 
conjoined goal 
:-uppend(X,Y,[l,...,n]), ufmost_equul(X,Y). (2) 
no ordering of the goals or use of “cuts” in the program clauses admits a linear-time 
solution. If append instantiates X and Y, then for each of the O(n) solutions 
ulmo.st_equul must verify (in linear time) that their lengths differ by at most one. If 
ulmost_equul is used as the “generator”, not only does a similar efficiency problem 
arise, but the program cannot tell that there are only finitely many answers and 
arbitrarily long lists will be generated. Using techniques based on contextual 
binding of variables, we demonstrate how to solve (1) in optimal space O(n). In 
addition, algorithms for partial unification and matching are presented which allow 
functional-style programs to solve (1) and (2) in linear time. 
Various systems have been designed that combine features of logic and func- 
tional programming (see the collection in [5]). Among those language proposals that 
provide facilities for enumerating solutions to equations are Super-LoGLIsP [28], 
which provides constructs for solving goals, and EQL [17], which uses equations and 
“set expressions” to solve goals in a reduction setting. These languages are not 
complete, however, since they do not produce all solutions derivable by equational 
reasoning. HOPE with unification [4], which allows free variables within a set 
construct, differs in that it uses narrowing and is complete. Other systems that use 
narrowing include [l, 6,12,14,24]. Many of the ideas described in this paper apply 
to these languages as well. For a reference to general set constructs in PROLOG, see 
[221. 
In the following section we define some terminology and describe the computa- 
tional paradigm, In Section 3 we show how the treelike structure of incremental 
solutions can be embedded in a specialized term structure. Section 4 discusses the 
details of the narrowing algorithm. Section 5 details the RITE solution to (1) and (2) 
and Section 6 describes a method for handling conditional rules. In Section 7 we 
briefly describe the implementation and discuss implementation issues. The final 
section addresses other applications of the methods and future work. 
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2. TERMINOLOGY 
Let F be a set of (fixed-arity) operators, V a countable set of variables. (We adopt 
the PROLOG convention of using capitalized identifiers to denote variables). A 
term is either a variable from V or f( t,, . . . , tk), where f~ F has arity k, and ti are 
terms. We define Y( F, V) to be the set of all terms over F and V, and V(t) to be 
the set of variables in the term t. We say a term t is ground if V(t) = 8. We write 
t = t[ u] to indicate that u is a (nonvariable) subterm of t, and denote by t[ u’] the 
result of replacing that occurrence of u by U’ in t. In addition, t[ Xi,. . . , X,] 
indicates that t contains variables Xi,. . . , X,. 
A substitution 8 is a mapping from V to Y( F, V) that is the identity on all but a 
finite number of elements. The domain of B, denoted 9( 6J), is { X 1 d(X) f X}. We 
use the notation f?(t) (sometimes te) to represent he term obtained by replacing the 
variables of t with their image under 8. We define 5 to be a quasiordering on 
substitutions and say 0r 5 0, if there exists a es such that r9r 0 6, = (9,. A rewrite rule 
is an ordered pair of terms I and r such that V(l) 2 -Y(r). We say term t is 
reducible at subterm u by the rewrite rule I + r if there exists a substitution u such 
that la = u (I matches u, or u is an instance of I), and we denote the corresponding 
SP, reduction t[u] + t [TO]. A rewrite system 2 is a set of rewrite rules, and we use -+ 
to denote the reflexive transitive closure of + for 9. A term t is irreducible with 
respect to 9# if no rule of 9 can be used to reduce t. A normal form for t is any 
irreducible term to which t reduces. A rewrite system is terminating if there exists 
no infinite reduction sequence t, + t, -+ t, + . . - . 
Rewrite systems can be used to compute by finding the normal form(s) of an 
input term [3,13,15]. For example, the following rewrite system constitutes a 
program for comparing nonnegative integers formed from constructors 0 and s (the 
successor function): 
Integer comparison (9) 
OIX -3 true 
s(X)<0 + false 
s(X) I s(Y) -9 X<Y 
The system reduces ground terms containing I , s, and 0 to either true or false; the 
two sides of each + are equivalent erms. 
We say a term t[u] is narrowable at nonvariable subterm u if a most general (i.e. 
minimal with respect to 5) instance of u is reducible by some rule I + r. Since 
variables in rules are universally quantified, we can consider Y(u) and V(I) to be 
disjoint. We compute the reducible instance of u by forming a partitioned unifier 
(a,, a,) of u and I, i.e. a pair of most general substitutions uch that uu, = la,. In 
this case, we write 
t[U] +t[U]u,=t’[UU,] =t’[lu,] +t’[ru,], 
where t’ = tu,,. We use + in a nonstandard way to mean only the application of uU 
to t without performing the actual rewrite step. 
The most general unifier of u and I is unique up to renaming of variables. By 
using a total ordering on variables, however, we can uniquely choose a most general 
unifier of u and 1. If we make the variables in u smaller than those in I, we can give 
preference to instantiating the variables in I, thus introducing new variables into the 
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narrowed term only when necessary. For example, the partioned unifier of u = 
f(U, V, g(V)) and I=f(K h(X), Y) is ({P’-, h(U)}, { X-, u, Y-t &h(U))}). We 
call those irreducible terms that are also non-narrowable fuZZy narrowed. Reduction 
can be viewed as a special case of narrowing in which a, is the identity substitution. 
Narrowing was originally introduced as a means of generating useful instances of 
terms when doing resolution theorem proving [30]. If input terms are allowed to 
unify (rather than match) with left-hand sides of rules when computing, narrowing 
can be used to solue by finding reducible instances of a term, and then reducing 
them. For example, the following system can be used to generate arbitrarily long 
lists (nil and “0” are list constructors). 
Length of lists (2’) 
(1) Inill - 0 
(2) IA*XI -+ GIXO 
The term ]U] has normalized narrowings 0, s(O), s(s(O)), . . . with corresponding 
substitutions {U-t nil}, {U-A, *nil}, {U-AI l (A2*nil)}, . . . . 
Dershowitz and Plaisted [9, lo] describe a computational paradigm based on a 
combination of lazy, backtrackable narrowing steps interspersed with eager reduc- 
tion steps. Formally, given a terminating rewrite system R, a set of narrowing rules 
JV (G .%‘), and an input query t, we would like to compute the (perhaps infinite) set 
of fully narrowed terms derivable from t by a sequence of single applications of % 
(narrowings by JV), followed by normalization with respect to rules in 2’ (22 must 
be terminating). If all rules are used to narrow (X= .G@) and every ground term has 
a unique normal form, then this method loses no solutions. In Section 5 we show 
how using some rules for rewriting only allows more efficient computation though 
completeness is no longer guaranteed. 
For each fully narrowed term we must also be able to reconstitute its solution-the 
narrowing substitutions imposed by the 3 steps that led to it. From the standpoint 
of logic programming, queries represent top-level goals to be solved; thus, solutions 
are valid only for narrowings to true. For example, using the previous two rewrite 
systems, the query IUI I s(O) fully narrows to true, true, and false, with valid 
solutions {U-nil} and {U-AI-nil}, and the “nonsolution” {(/++A,-(A,* Y,)}. 
Computing solutions for t requires identifying all of its narrowable subterms, or 
redexes, and normalizing the corresponding instances of t with respect to 3 * 
Because this process only affects restricted parts of a term, it is crucial to focalize 
the work that needs to be done during normalization. For this reason, a “brute 
force” solution which creates new copies of t after each 3 step is unacceptable. 
For example, some care must be taken when narrowing the term p( f (U, t[ U])) by 
rules 
fh x)-g(x) 
f(b, X) +h(X). 
The two possible narrowings are p( g( t [ a])) and p( h( t [ b])). Wholesale copying of 
the term t can be expensive when it is a large data structure, but since it contains a 
variable bound during narrowing (U), the bindings must somehow be retained for 
use in subsequent rule applications. In the next section, we see how this can be done 
efficiently. 
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FIGURE 1. Bound query variable. 
FIGURE 2. Enumeration node. 
3. TERMS AND SOLUTIONS 
The key to an efficient term representation for computing fully narrowed terms is 
having a structure that requires minimal copying when exploring new solutions. 
Towards this end, we generalize the notion of a term. With each query variable 
binding required by some narrowing rule we associate a unique context correspond- 
ing to the redex and applicable rule. Rather than representing substitutions as a 
collection of variables and values (a binding environment), we associate with each 
variable its different contextual values. Figure 1 shows the representation for 
different bindings of variable X in contexts cr,. . ., c,. Our term structure uses 
shared variables; nonvariable subterms are shared in some cases (see next section). 
An enumeration ode consists of a set of contextual terms, representing the 
different narrowings of a (nonvariable) term. The empty context, A, identifies input 
queries (in this case we omit the contextual label and embolden the edge of the 
noncontextual term). Figure 2 shows an enumeration node containing query t and 
contextual values 1, in contexts ci.l 
Given a term t[ X,, . . _, X,,] whose variables X,, _. . , X, are bound in context c 
(initially A) to c+( X,)[ Y,, . . . , Y,], . . . , a,( X,)[ Y,, . . . , Y,], respectively, a subcontext c’ 
‘We use the multiple label cl,, , c, to indicate the sharing of a unique contextual value in distinct 
contexts c, (1 I i 5 n). See, for example, Figure 6. 
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of c is spawned when tu, is narrowable by I[ Z,, . . . , Z4] + r[ Z,, . . . , Z4] with unifier 
( rt, 7,). The representations of t before and after the narrowing step are shown in 
Figure 3. 
Rewriting only replaces a term in a p ‘ven context without affecting other 
solutions; thus, it is possible to maintain + * normal forms for different solutions 
after each narrowing step. As an example, let us informally follow the solution of 
]UJ I s(O) using the rules of the previous section (details of the formal algorithm are 
described in Section 4). Narrowing the input query at redex IV] by the two rules of 
L? creates contexts 1 and 2 as represented in Figure 4.’ 
The terms 0 I s(O) and s(JX,]) I s(O) have been rewritten (by rules of .Y) in 
contexts 1 and 2 to true and IX,] I 0. Since the latter term is still narrowable by 
rules of 9, context 2 spawns subcontexts 2.1 and 2.2. Further reduction by .Y yields 
the additional normal forms hue and false in contexts 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. 
By maintaining pointers to query variables, different solutions can be recovered, 
traversing the contextual term in those contexts for which the query narrowed to 
true. Thus, we obtain the value of U in context 2.1 by first retrieving its binding in 
the more general context 2. Since its subterm X, is also bound in context 2.1, the 
contextual binding nil must be obtained as well, yielding the solution {U c) A, l nil}. 
Contextual terms take advantage of the incremental nature of narrowing solu- 
tions by creating subcontexts, thus reusing previously computed contexts. We say 
two contexts are compatible when they have no conflicting assignments for shared 
variables. In the case of disjoint contexts (neither is a subcontext of the other), a 
cartesian product must be formed of all compatible contexts in order to enumerate 
all solutions. For example given the rules 
f(a, b) + true 
f(0) -+ true 
g(k c) -_) true 
g(k d) + true 
trueAX -_) X, 
the normalized narrowings of f(U, V) A g( I’, W) are true, true, and g(c, W) with 
bindings {Uc,a,Vc,b,Wec}, {U++a,F’~b,Wc,d},and {U+‘b,V++c},re- 
spectively. Rather than checking for subsumption of narrowing substitutions (cf. 
[27]), we require that all shared variables be bound by the same narrowing step. 
Combinations of contexts are also formed whenever contextual unification exam- 
ines the values of an enumeration node. When contextual values of two disjoint 
subterms are required, if the associated contexts are compatible, an (unordered) 
union of the contexts is formed before the top-level unification context is created. 
Given the rules 
(1) f(a) + a 
(2) g(b) + b 
(3) h(a, b, c) + true, 
*In both this example and the functional append example given in Section 5, no rule will ever be 
applicable at more than one redex; thus, rule numbers alone are used in determining unique context 
names. In general, context names should refer to the redex as well in order to be uniquely specified. 
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0t(xi) A . . . . . . Y, 
FIGURE 3. Contextual narrowing. 
when narrowing the query h( f( U), g(V), W), the subterm f(U) narrows to a in 
context 1 while the subterm g(l/) narrows to b in context 2. Only when both of 
these contextual values are used, however, does the term narrow by rule (3) to trne. 
We name the combined context (1 + 2}.3 to indicate the required contextual 
choices. This factored representation is further illustrated in the functional append 
example of Section 5. 
4. COMPUTING NARROWINGS 
In this section we give details of the narrowing paradigm. Section 4.1 describes data 
structures, and Section 4.2 outlines techniques for forming partial unifiers. In 
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true 
t’ 
nil 
FIGURE 4. Contextual normalization of ]U] 5 s(O). 
Section 4.3 we show how rules can be preprocessed to take advantage of the term 
structure and efficiently used to identify new redexes during computation. Section 
4.4 outlines the contextual unification algorithm. 
4.1. Variable and Rule Representation 
Because a unifying substitution can introduce new (existentially quantified) query 
variables into an input query, either copies or variants of rules must be formed at 
each narrowing step. (During rewriting, all rule variables are bound by matching, so 
the concern does not arise.) We adopt the approach of Boyer and Moore [2], storing 
rules’ variables canonically and forming variants as needed. We distinguish between 
the variables of the solution term (the input query and its subsequent contextual 
values) and those of narrowing rules. 3 The partitioned unifier ensures that the 
solution term’s variables are contextually bound only to nonvariable subterms of the 
left-hand sides of rules, except when a nonlinear left-hand side (one in which a 
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variable has more than one occurrence) requires that two variables be unified. For 
example, given the input term f(g(U), g(V)) and the rule f( X, X) + h(X), U 
must be contextually bound to V in the narrowed term h( g( U)). 
4.2, Forming Unifiers 
The complexity of unification motivates us to develop a unification algorithm that 
“records” the results of partially successful matches in a localized fashion within the 
structure of the input term. We begin by characterizing the amount of work 
necessary in unifying a term r with the left-hand side 1 of a rule I -+ r. If I is linear, 
all of 1 must potentially be examined before a “nonmatch” is discovered. For 
example, unifying a left-hand side 1 =f(t’, c) with input term t =f(t’, d) can be 
expensive when t’ is large, yet only by examining virtually all of I do we detect a 
clash. If I is nonlinear, the amount of work is no longer bounded by the size of 1, 
since verifying that nonlinear variables are bound identically can take time propor- 
tional to the size of t. For example, trying to apply f( X, X) + h(X) to the term 
f(ti, tz) requires looking at all of t, or t,, whichever is smaller. 
If t, = t’[ g( U)] and t, = t’[ b] [where g(U) and b appear “deep” within term t’], 
unifying I = f( X, X) with t =f(t’[ g( U)], l’[b]) will fail, but only after virtually all 
of t’ has been examined. Since the cost of a unifier is potentially high, we would like 
to make the most of work done during unsuccessful unification attempts. The 
technique used is to remember the results of these partial unijers so that if subterms 
change in an advantageous way (one that allows the unification to make progress), 
that part of the unifier unaffected by the local change in the term need not be 
recomputed. For example, using g(u) + b to narrow t’[ g(U)] to t’[b] does not 
affect the successful portion of the unifier for I and t. A straightforward unification 
algorithm has no mechanism for retaining the work done when the unification is 
only partially successful. 
By maintaining an explicit stack of pending unification constraints that must be 
satisfied in order for the overall unification to succeed, we make available the 
continuation information necessary to allow a “blocked” unification to proceed.4 In 
our sequential implementation, terms are examined in a leftmost innermost fashion; 
thus, the stack represents a depth-first traversal of the term. When a potential unifier 
becomes blocked, the stack of constraints is “frozen” with the offending unifier on 
top. If one of the members of the blocked constraint changes (by a rewrite or 
narrowing step), the unification is allowed to proceed. In this sense, the partial 
unifier represents a backtrack point during normalization. In order for a suspended 
rule application to be able to resume properly, the redex and rule I + r that gave 
rise to the unifier must also be passed to the unification routine. (Actually, only r 
need be remembered, since I is used to initiate unification and appears explicitly on 
the initial stack of constraints.) This control information is maintained using 
demons. 
3These are known in the logic programming literature as logicul vnriubles. For a description of logical 
variables and their applications, see [25]. 
4Cf. the notion of mulriequarions for computing unifiers in [21]. 
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A demon is a code fragment consisting of a set of constraints and an action to 
perform when the constraints are satisfied.5 We use narrowing and matching 
demons to “remember” pending (blocked) rule applications. A narrowing (rewrite) 
demon consists of a stack of unification (matching) constraints along with informa- 
tion about the redex and applicable rule. Its action is to add the right-hand side at a 
specified position in the solution term. 
Enumeration nodes point to various constraint demons. Whenever a subterm is 
modified by either reduction or narrowing, the contextual unification algorithm 
(given in Section 4.4) is invoked and processing is continued on previously blocked 
constraints in the appropriate context. 
4.3. Identifying and Processing Redexes 
In order to use the term structure effectively, we must be able to efficiently locate 
new redexes (both for reduction and narrowing). By considering overlaps of sub- 
terms of right-hand sides with left-hand sides, we can identify new prospective 
redexes. Given two rules 1, --) rJu] and I, + r,, if there is a (uU, u,,) unifying u with 
I,, then the two-step reduction 
can be performed. (This idea is similar to the notion of forward chains considered in 
[7].) If the attempt to unify u with 1, was partially successful, this information is 
stored in demons which annotate subterms of right-hand sides. These demons may 
later lead to new redexes if subterms change appropriately during normalization. 
For example, the right-hand side s( IX]) of rule (2) in 9 has a subterm (X] that is 
unifiable with left-hand sides of both rules in 9. Accordingly, during preprocessing 
two narrowing demons are “attached” to the subterm: the first indicates the 
reducibility of s( ] Xl) when X is bound to nil, the second when it is bound to A’ l X’. 
Thus, whenever the second rule is applied, these two new redexes are readily 
available in the guise of demons. 
Operationally, pending narrowing demons can be managed in a global queue 
9 M. A jiring strategy for a queue is a choice function which indicates the next 
demon to be activated (cf. [20]). To ensure that no solution path is “starved” the 
firing strategy for 9Jy must be fair (all demons in the queue will eventually be 
tried). Given a set of preprocessed rules, computing narrowings of an input query t 
requires first forming overlaps between subterms of t and left-hand sides of rules, 
thus “initializing” 1,. Repeated application of the firing strategy to the (non- 
empty) queue effects narrowing solely through the localized manipulation of demons. 
To ensure that simplification is performed eagerly, rewrite demons should precede 
narrowing demons in the queue. 
In general, different narrowing strategies are possible. For example SLOG [12], 
which uses Horn clauses composed of directed equality literals, narrows at the 
innermost overlap (a subterm containing only constructor operators and variables). 
Implementing this strategy involves giving priority to narrowing demons attached to 
5Cf. the use of demons in computing equivalence closures in [20]. 
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innermost subterms. Lazy narrowing [24,25] does outermost narrowing and can be 
handled in a similar way. 
4.4. Contextual Unification 
In this section we outline the basic contextual unification algorithm, Unify, used 
during the sequential computation of narrowing solutions (see Figure 5). Variants of 
the algorithm are used when (i) preprocessing right-hand sides, (ii) processing the 
input query for redexes, and (iii) advancing partial unifiers/matches during the 
computation. Unify is called with a list of unifying constraints to satisfy (stack), a 
list of rule-variable bindings (rule_bindings), the context in which unification takes 
place (context), and the rule demon to fire when unification succeeds (demon). 
Whenever stuck is empty (line l), all of the constraints have been satisfied and 
Fire-rewrite-demon is invoked to apply demon’s rule with rule-bindings in context. 
If there are constraints left to satisfy (line 2), they are processed in a leftmost 
innermost fashion with respect to the term structure. If the constraint (s-t) 
involves a rule variable S, either its binding is retrieved (if s is bound in 
rule-bindings) or it is bound to a query subterm and the unification advanced (lines 
3-7). It is this immediate binding of rule variables that gives rise to eager simplifi- 
cation. If the constraint identifies a nonvariable subterm of a left-hand side with an 
enumeration node t (line 8), Make-unify-demon attaches an “inactive” demon to t 
which waits for new contextual values (line 9). For all contextual values of t 
consistent with context, the unification is continued in the combined context (lines 
10-12). In addition, if t is a query variable, then Enqueue_narrowing adds a 
narrowing demon to the global queue to be processed lazily (line 13). If both s and 
t are nonvariable noncontextual terms having the same operator, constraints formed 
from their paired arguments are added to sruck (as in standard unification) and 
Unify is called recursively (lines 14-15). Finally, if s is an enumeration node, its 
contextual values are explored as were those of t when it was contextually bound 
(lines 16-20). 
When Unify is invoked during preprocessing, narrowing demons attached to 
right-hand sides are formed but not enqueued. This prevents them from firing 
before the rule has actually been applied. One of the actions of Fire-rewrite-demon 
is to “awaken” these blocked narrowing demons which are either waiting for rule 
variables to become bound or to bind them, and to invoke Unify with the suspended 
partial unifier. 
5. FUNCTIONAL APPEND 
In this section we give the functional version of the append program mentioned in 
the introduction and examine its space and time requirements (see Table 1). The 
operator “@” corresponds to the predicate append, “ = ” corresponds to 
ulmost_equul, and ” = ” is used to solve equations involving list constructors. The 
rules in .JX? are virtually the same as those given for the append program except that 
negation is handled explicitly. 
The equality rules can be generated automatically for constructor terms. In 
general, for constructor c of arity n, we want the simplification rule 
+i,..., UJ =+lY..,uJ + (ut=u,)A ... A(u,=u,) 
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TABLE 1. Functional append (-pP>. 
(1) nil@ X + 
(2) (A*X)@Y + 
(3) nil = nil -+ 
(4) A*X=A*X -+ 
(5) N=N + 
(6) nil = A l X -+ 
(7) A-X= nil + 
(8) A*X=B*Y + 
X 
A*(X@Y) 
true 
true 
true 
false 
false 
(A=B)r\(X= Y) 
(9) nil = nil 
(10) nil 2: A l nil 
(11) A l nil = nil 
(12) A*X-B-Y 
(13) nil = A *(B-X) 
(14) A l (B*X) = nil 
-+ true 
+ true 
+ true 
+ X=Y 
+ false 
--, false 
and narrowing rule 
C(Ui,..., u,)=c(+..,%J + true. 
For each pair c and d of distinct constructors we want the narrowing rule 
ctui,..., u,) =d(u,,...,u,) ---* false. 
These, along with the appropriate rules for A, give the desired behavior for 
equality.6 Thus, while rules (3)-(7) of SZ?’ are used to narrow equations7 rule (8) is 
used only for simplification. Although making this distinction does not affect this 
example, we may in general lose solutions to goals like not( A l X = X). In these 
cases, the program should explicitly include the additional narrowing rules. 
Figure 6 illustrates the contextual normalization of query U @ I’= [l, . . . , n]” for 
n = 2. (Note that the variable node for V is repeated for convenience and is in fact 
shared in the solution term.) The functional append program JZ? inductively refines 
U to be lists of the form A, l . +. *A, l X, (1 I i I n) whenever rule (2)-the 
recursive rule for @-is applied. This leads to sharub/e subcontexts 2.2.. .2 [i 
applications of rule (2)]. Interleaving simplification by rule (8), narrowing by rule 
(5), and further simplification by true A X + X leads to new goals of the form 
Xi @ V= [i + 1,. . ., n] in contexts 2.{5 + 2.{5 + . . . }}. (The unsimplified goals for 
the intermediate reduction steps are not shown.) 
When U becomes fully instantiated in contexts 2.2.. .2.1, the query reduces to 
V = [i + 1,. . , n 1. This goal is in turn narrowable in constant time either by rules (3) 
and (7) or by rules (4) and (6) depending on the value of i. [Were rule (8) used 
to narrow, this step could take O(n).] After narrowing by rules (6) and (7) 
X A false -+ false is used to reduce prunable nonsolutions. The following table 
6Rather than actually specifying these equality rules, operators in RITE are declared to be constructors 
and the rules applied implicitly whenever an equality term is suitable for reduction or narrowing. 
‘Note that rule (5) is implicitly typed and applies only when at least one side of the equation is a 
constructor for list elements-in this case an integer. This treatment allows a compact representation for 
domains requiring an infinite number of constructors. Also, J?’ does not generate the class of nonsolu- 
tions that arises when rules for “disequality” between list elements are included. 
‘We use the notation [l, , n] to stand for 1 - (2 - ( (n * nil) )). 
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contains the contextual bindings for query variables U and I/ arising from the 
computation of solutions and nonsolutions in Figure 6: 
Value Context u V 
true 
false 
1.4 nil ]L 21 
2.{5 + 1.4) PI PI 
2.{5 + 2.{5 + 1.3)) K21 nil 
1.6 nil nil 
2.1.6 iA11 nil 
2.2.1.7 ]A,, 41 &*X4 
2.2.2.7 A, l (4 l (4 l X,1> 
Because contexts are inherited, the set of O(n) solutions for this example can be 
represented using O(n) space. The number of possible redexes is also linear; thus, 
only linear time is required. Of course, actually reporting the solutions takes time 
O(n*), since that is the size of the solution set, but when the solution contexts are 
used (and perhaps pruned) by another part of the computation, the savings become 
apparent. 
The goal (U@V= 
6 
l,..., n]) A (U = V) has a single solution when n is even 
and two when it is odd. Using the rules for @ only to rewrite has the same effect as 
ordering the subgoals or using read-only annotations as in Concurrent PROLOG 
[29]. The subgoal U = V is used to generate values for U and V by narrowing. The 
following table shows the new goals after narrowing by rules (9)-(14) and simplify- 
ing using the rules for @ and A : 
Value Context U V 
nil=[l,...,n] 9 nil nil 
A l nil = [l, . . . , n] 10 nil [A,1 
11 [A,1 nil 
(A,*(Xr@(Br*Yr))=[l,...,n])~(Xr= Y,) 12 A,*X, B,*Y, 
false 13 nil A, l (B, l 4) 
14 A, l (4 l &I nil 
All cases but (12) reduce immediately to either true or false, depending on the value 
of n. When n = 0, case (12) reduces to false; otherwise, it is replaced (in constant 
time and space) by the goal 
(A,=l)A(X,@(B,*Y,)=[2,...,n])A(X,=Y,). 
The subgoal (XI = Y,) is recursively refined by rule (12), yielding intermediate 
subgoals of the form Xi @(B, l . . . l Big YJ = [i + l,..., n]. The base case rules for 
= instantiate Xi in such a way that @ is eliminated, and rules for = reduce the 
resulting goals B,*..:B,*x.=[i+l,..., n] to true and false. The space required 
is once again linear due to sharing of contexts. 
The solution(s) and nonsolutions can be found in linear time by adding a subgoal 
(U( + (VI = n along with appropriate rules for + and = . These rules, along with the 
false cases for = , allow each of the O(n) false cases (IU I+ IV I# n) to be pruned in 
9Althou~ there are an infinite number of nonsolutions, they are characterized by a finite number of 
instances of U and V. 
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constant time. With or without the added subgoal, the computation is always finite 
(cf. the use of explicit negation to prune in [9,10, 12]).i” 
6. CONDITIONAL NORMALIZATION 
A conditional equation has the form p 3 I = r, meaning that 1 is equal to r when 
condition p is true. (In general, free variables may appear in the formula. We will 
list them explicitly when necessary.) If r is less defined than I, the equation can be 
directed and written as the conditional rule 1 :-p + r. Notationally, we omit p 
and/or r if either is the distinguished boolean value true. The condition p can 
either be simple or a sequence of conditions pl;. . . ;pk, in which case the rule 
I:-p,;...;p, + r is just an abbreviated form for the rules 
1:-p, + r, 
rl:-p2-+r2 
rk_l :-pk + r. 
This form enforces sequential evaluation of the p,. To solve the goals simultane- 
ously, we would write the condition as p1 A . . . r\p, and possibly take advantage 
of AND-parallelism (as used for example in Concurrent PROLOG [29]) to solve the 
conjoined goal. 
We say term t[ u] is conditionally reducible at subterm u by rule 1 :- p + r if there 
exists a substitution [I such that la = u and pa conditionally reduces to true. (If p is 
not simple, then pl,..., pk must each reduce to true.) By incorporating conditions 
into rewrite demons, we can adapt the methods of the previous sections to handle 
conditional reduction. A conditional rewrite demon fires when its associated condi- 
tion is true. Since conditions are just terms, they are subject to the same rewriting as 
subterms of the input term. During preprocessing of rules, conditions too are 
overlapped with left-hand sides of rules to determine possible redexes. 
Conditional rules can be used for conditional narrowing as well as reduction. 
Formally, we say a term t[ u] is conditionally narrowable by the rule I:- p -+ r at 
subterm u if (u,, a,) is a unifier of u and 1 and there is a conditional narrowing of 
the term pa, to true. In this case, we write 
where up is the unifier that arose from the conditional narrowing of pa,. For the 
purpose of narrowing, we allow conditions to contain variables that do not appear 
in left-hand sides. (To ensure termination, we require an ordering on terms that 
makes left-hand sides greater than conditions as well as right-hand sides.) Narrow- 
ing of conditions now admits the solution of logical goals, another source of 
enumerative nondeterminism. In order to use the methodology of the previous 
“Adding a similar goal to the PROLOG formulation given in Section 1 does not improve its time 
complexity from O(n’), since list lengths are not checked as partial solutions are generated. Maintaining 
list lengths within a “smart” append predicate would yield a linear time solution, but that approach lacks 
the modularity inherent in a functional setting. 
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sections for conditional narrowing, we present a transformation that allows us to 
simulate conditional narrowing by unconditional rules. 
A conditional term either has the form t : c, where t and c are themselves 
conditional terms (this definition is motivated by [26]), or are the distinguished 
terms true or false. To effect conditional narrowing, we transform an (uncondi- 
tional) input term t into %(t,true) and conditional rules of the form 1 :-p -+ r into 
%?(I, true) + U( r, 9?“(p)), where the transformations 9 and %’ are defined by 
if t is a variable, 
..,V(tk,p)):p if t=f(t,,...,t,), 
if p is simple, 
Y-l)) . . . ) if p=pl;...;pk-I;pk. 
true 
FIGURE 7. Transformation of conditional rule. 
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The purpose of the above transformations is to ensure that conditions be narrowed 
before conditional rules are actually applied. Only terms whose conditions are true 
(unconditional terms) will be narrowable by the transformed rules. %? distributes 
conditions over subterms, thus allowing narrowing throughout the term. G?’ trans- 
forms sequences of conditions in such a way that the first condition must be 
narrowed to true before narrowings are attempted within the remaining conditions. 
%? and V’ do not actually replicate conditions, but make them sharable among the 
transformed terms. For example, the rule 
(1) xf(W) :-P(x); 4ow~ y> ---(g(y)) 
is transformed into the unconditional rule seen in Figure 7. 
By using conditional rewrite demons to simplify at all levels, fruitless narrowing 
paths (those whose conditions cannot evaluate to true) can be pruned. Thus, 
contexts in which a conditional term has the form X: false can be eliminated. For 
example, given the additional rules 
(2) 
(3) 
P(U) + true 
q(h(a), Y) + false, 
narrowing the input query I(U) yields [by rule (l)] the right-hand side of Figure 7. 
At this point, applying rule (2) (the only possible choice) contextually binds X to a. 
In this context, the conditional subterm q(h(a) : true, Y) : true reduces by the 
transformed version of rule (3) to false. Since this subterm appears in a condition, 
the context in which it narrows to false can be discarded. 
7. IMPLEMENTATION 
RITE is written in FRANZ LISP [ll]. The first prototype system RITE-O did not use the 
ideas relating to efficiency described in this paper. Experiments are currently 
underway in the new version, RITE-~, wherein we are evaluating the performance of 
the narrowing paradigm in light of the implementation issues mentioned here. We 
have partially implemented the methods for handling conditional rules given in 
Section 6. 
7.1. Parser 
The programs have a parser adapted from the one used in FASE2 [18]. It admits 
arbitrary, typed grammars and is used to parse terms and conditional rules. 
Associated with each type are a user-provided signature indicating arities of the 
type’s operators and a set of rewrite rules used in “unparsing” the typed terms. 
These print rules correspond closely to the grammar used in parsing the type (and 
can be generated automatically). Built-in types include: Boolean (with propositional 
operators), Integer (with relational and arithmetic operators), and String (with 
concatenation and printing operators). 
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7.2. Statistics on Functional Append 
We ran the examples of Section 5 in RITE-~ on lists of length n (n = $20,100) and 
found that solving the goal X @ Y = [l,. . . , n] formed roughly 8 x n con- 
straint demons, having stacks of average size 2. Solving the conjoined goal 
(X@ Y= [l,..., n]) A (X = Y) formed roughly 23 X n constraint demons again 
having stacks of average size 2. Since the size of a constraint stack is bounded by the 
size of the left-hand side it is trying to match, it is not surprising that it is small for 
this example. Preprocessing took negligible time, since there were few ( < 10) rules. 
We are currently running more extensive examples to test the performance of the 
system. 
8. DISCUSSION 
The methods described in this paper can be extended to benefit other applications 
of narrowing. For example, in unifying terms composed of associative-commutative 
operators, multiple unifiers are possible. The structure of these unifiers is identical 
to that of a contextual narrowing tree, and they can in fact be computed using an 
appropriate set of rules. Narrowing can be viewed as a linear restriction of the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [19]. The uses of this procedure include theo- 
rem proving and automatic programming as well as other applications (see [S]). 
Also, specialized theorem-proving methods based on rewrite methods (cf. [16]) can 
take advantage of the incremental nature of narrowing computations outlined here. 
There are several aspects of the RITE approach that must be addressed in order to 
assess its potential as a viable programming paradigm. We have made implementa- 
tion decisions that may not provide the best behavior for the narrowing algorithm. 
At present, we choose not to duplicate right-hand sides of rules; rather, they and the 
partial unifiers obtained from preprocessing are shared whenever the rule is applied. 
This can be costly when a rule is applied repeatedly, since bindings must be 
retrieved for variants of rule variables, but we believe the alternative of copying 
right-hand-side demons to be potentially prohibitive for large sets of rules. Another 
possible approach is to limit the number of demons formed during a computation 
and to recompute unifiers when necessary by looking at the nearest demon that 
might apply. Here, too, there is a time-space tradeoff that merits investigation. 
There is currently a high overhead incurred in RITE, since unification and control 
are handled at the interpretive level. PROLOG compilation techniques [31] are 
essential in order for our paradigm to be competitive with other logic-programming 
approaches. By “compiling out” unification constraints and adding additional 
machine instructions to support enumerative nondeterminism, we believe similar 
performance can be achieved. Also, it might be beneficial to preprocess left-hand 
sides and incorporate fast “multiway” matching methods as described in [15,23]. 
This would allow several rule applications to be attempted simultaneously when 
simplifying. 
We believe our paradigm is well suited to take advantage of distributed computa- 
tion. For example, the leftmost-innermost order of processing constraints is an 
arbitrary design choice enforced by the sequential implementation; in a parallel 
environment, simplifications and narrowings that affect disjoint variables can be 
performed concurrently. In addition, the localized control information-encapsu- 
lated in demons-is useful in the exploitation of OR parallelism. 
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